Unusual event detection, i.e., identifying (previously unseen) 
Motivation
There has been a considerable interest in unusual event detection in the recent years, (e.g., [1] [2] [6] [7] ). Showing considerable results for some (academic) datasets, none of these methods tackled the problem of a real-world system, i.e., a system that should run 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and has to provide a stable classification rate. To overcome these limitations, we propose an approach to supplement classical rule-based/pre-trained event detection by a system that learns in an unsupervised manner by observing the scene. Our system acts as a supporting system. It is not intended to take final decisions or derive actions without manual interference but guiding the focus of (visual) attention.
Since we aim for a generic system -as opposed to systems modeling some selected events specifically -we are not claiming to cover all types of unusual event fully. In particular, we are not focusing on unusual events which can be easily described explicitly, e.g., a wrong way driver. We consider our system as a data mining tool that helps in reducing the amount of video data to be observed.
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We are aiming to reveal contextual information and content of the data that would have been overlooked otherwise. Therefore, the system makes a contribution to exploit the overwhelming and steadily increasingly amount of video data unused or only partially exploited so far. The features of our system can be summarized as follows:
• Apply fully autonomous learning without the immediate need of manual interference.
• Take advantage of multiple features, and model them as co-occurrence of feature responses.
• Introduce novel yet intuitive concepts of result visualization and user interaction that allow for exploiting the underlying data in a beneficial way despite the presence of imperfect detections and keeping false alarms low.
System Description
Features as well as learning strategies should be decoupled and exchangeable. This requires a modular concept of functional blocks with well-defined interfaces. Figure 1 outlines our overall system architecture. Our system has to cope with huge amounts of long-term video data (much) larger than 24 hours typically. During such long term observation many events will be generated and event rating (i.e., investigation) should be decoupled if possible from event generation. This is supported by a functionality called "history mode". It is essentially an asynchronous result browsing mode.
Representation and Online Learning
Similar to many successful approaches we build our system on the idea of classifier grids [4] , however, introducing several novel concepts. Existing systems either extract motion (e.g., [1] [2][6] [7] ) or appearance features (e.g., [5] ) from local image positions and describe them using a classifier (e.g., meaningful nearest neighbor [5] , Gaussian Mixture Model [7] , or Latent Dirichlet Allocation [2] ). Hence, they are limited by one specific representation and are inflexible due to the applied learning techniques. representations, capturing static/dynamic, local/global information in parallel are beneficial, which cannot be handled using existing approaches. In particular, these are appearance features based on HOG descriptors (such as in [5] ) and several motion features extracting different aspects of information given by a KLT tracker. For learning a model, all cues are clustered using on-line X-Means, which could be considered an on-line extension of K-Means. In fact, only given a maximal number of clusters the upcoming data is automatically clustered; additionally sophisticated update strategies ensure a balanced model. This is similar to existing approaches; however, none of them allows using different features in parallel. In our case this is realized by additionally estimating a co-occurrence model. Thus, we are able to report events that could not be recognized by just using a single feature. 
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User Interaction
Moreover, to reduce the storage effort, we are learning continuously. Thus, not all information has to be stored and we can adapt our system to changing environmental conditions. To reduce the number of false alarms and to take into account information that could not be tackled otherwise, we build on active learning (as, e.g., previously proposed by [3] ). In particular, in this way exploiting minimal user interaction false alarms can be pruned and critical previously unrecognized events could be incorporated into the system. Our overall GUI interface is shown in Figure 2 . The major upper part consists of the video stream with event information overlay via an event heat map. An "EventDensity-Timebar" shows the detected events. The Timebar gives an indication when, how much (density of event detections per time), and in what severity/confidence (color coding) events are present. Thus, it is a quite universal visual tool for summarizing the event detection and guiding the visual inspection as we will present during the demo session. 
Discussion
In this paper, we introduced a novel system for unusual event recognition. The main concept builds on the idea of classifier grids, i.e., sub-dividing the image into several blocks which are described independently by suitable features. In contrast to existing systems, we use multiple feature cues in parallel. Thus, we can describe events that could not be captured otherwise. To further increase the accuracy, we investigated interactive learning by taking into account the user's feedback. Moreover, having different operation modes we can classify/learn live data streams as well as browse and search for recent events. This way the attention of an operator could be directed to interesting/unusual events, even under difficult conditions such as crowded scenes or low contrast, where a fully automatic system is likely to fail.
